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ABSTRACT

This review focuses on explaining, from the beginning to the end, the creative process of
the stage show, The Sunflower Man, which I presented on May 4th 2021 at Mengi, as my PIP
on the NAIP Master Program.
It includes a short introduction about my previous background, my influences and the
methods and strategies I used to develop the final project.
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A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO ÁLVAR ROSELL AND HIS
ARTISTIC BAKGROUND
I studied in Barcelona the Bachelor in Classical and Contemporary Music Performance.
During those years I began to perceive a certain disconnection between the audience, the
society, and many of the musical practices within the scope of Western Classical and
Contemporary music. My concern about such disconnection led me to develop my first stage
project: Dones, Soldats, Titelles.
It had a multidisciplinary character, and, through the narration of texts and the fusion
between live music and dance, it intended to present to the audience some pieces written
for clarinet in the first decade of the 20th century, placing special emphasis on the
relationship of music with other artistic disciplines.
As I already reflected in my final bachelor’s degree project, Cómo interpretar una silla
cubista, the project was:
“A reflection on the value of current musical activities, and the need to redefine the form and
meaning of our relationship with the music of the past, claiming a renovating and
groundbreaking attitude, also present in other times: The need for a musical activity
updated, transformative and inspiring for a time when we need to imagine a better world,
drawing parallels between yesterday and today.1

Figure 1: Hand program from the show, “Dones, Soldats, Titelles”.

1

Álvar Rosell Martín, “Cómo interpretar una silla cubista” (Bachelor tesis, Escola Superior de Música de
Catalunya – ESMUC, 2017), 9.
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After finishing studying in Barcelona, I participated in Els Malnascuts: an artistic creative lab
on the Sala Beckett theater, on where, for 5 months, people from different artistic fields
collaborated, to jointly create a festival with the various works and installations that we
developed during that time.

Figure 2: Images from the show “Ritual”, March 2019, Sala Beckett, Barcelona.

Figure 3: Rehearsal session “Els Malnascuts”, November 2018, Sala Beckett, Barcelona.
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At the same time, and following the same spirit as my final project, I developed the show
Rimbaud es mejor que Verlaine with the company Cosméticos Simbólicos.

Figure 4: Promotional image from the show “Rimbaud es major que Verlaine”

These stage practices, together with my interest in contemporary music, free improvisation,
jazz, musical production, photography, video art, writing, theater and dance frame my
practices in what the composer and audiovisual artist Marko Ciciliani called Music in the
Expanded Field:

“[These artists] are working from the understanding that sound alone is no longer sufficient
to express their musical ideas. […] It may seem paradoxical to argue that it may not be
possible to express a musical idea through sound alone.”2

2

Marko Ciciliani, “Music in the Expanded Field – On Recent Approaches to Interdisciplinary
Composition” (August 10, 2016, International Summer Courses in Darmstadt): 24.
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THE CREATIVE PROCESS
My approach to the project was based on the will to face it from a performative and scenic
nature, from a multidisciplinary perspective, combining different artistic tools and
languages with which I had been in contact in recent years.

Development Methods
As there was no special will regarding the content or the theme of the project for me, but
around the use of various artistic languages, I decided to start by spending a few months
doing small works through different media (text, video, audio...) These small works did not
have a special conceptual relationship with each other, but they could serve as a starting
point to develop other things. I sensed that, as a process, it could be useful to me because
in some way, although these works were not related, they could reveal similar ways of
approaching certain topics, through a similar point of view, or through a common way of
developing some ideas.

Meanwhile, outside the productive framework related to the creation of the project, in a
completely alien context, I wrote a short story based on three emoticons to a friend:

“What's up with that dinosaur, the coconut, and the sunflower? Maybe there's no meaning
behind it, but I like to imagine that the dinosaur is born from the coconut, and at a certain
moment in its life it begins to walk more and more slowly, until it becomes completely still,
and some leaves start to come out from all sides and it transforms into a sunflower, and has
nothing else to do because it's happy looking at the sun.”

For some unknown reason, I felt a strong interest and connection with the history, and I felt
that it fitted as a starting point for my final master’s project (Professional Integration Project,
PIP), because it could add some meaningful content into the process. As I began to think
about using the story as a dramaturgical starting point for the project, I envisioned a possible
staging of the elements of that story. For some unknown reasons at the time, I immediately
imagined the idea of the dinosaur in its room eating small sunflowers, as snacks, and
drinking from a coconut, in a decadent way, while playing a dinosaur video game, in a kind
of a reflection of himself.

But why was it such a compelling story for me?
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On the one hand, I felt attracted in a very beginning because the importance I felt about the
transformative power of fantasy and imagination, that arose from the text. Fantasy
understood as an element of transformation of reality, as a propositional element rooted in
a radically different approach to certain topics through the creation of new proposals, and
new frames of action. Fantasy as a libertarian element that can help to relativize our reality,
bringing up new perspectives and ways of knowledge.
At the same time, this little story reflected another face of fantasy: Fantasy as a
psychological element of escape from reality. A lack of answer in the real world, regarding
uncomfortable situations.

Understanding my reality
The dinosaur story was related, as well, to my personal situation. The state of well-being,
pleasant, that arose from the dinosaur story, was my secret dream. An unconscious one, at
that time. This dream contrast with the pressure I putted on myself, regarding on what I
thought was expected from me to do as a musician, or artist: someone who does not need
stimuli from his environment or his tangible social reality to create and produce, but who is
self-sufficient, and drinks only from his own inner spirit to be creative. The transformation
into sunflower meant for me returning to the field. The field was my childhood: a small
house that my grandparents had in which I used to spend the summer, in which I watched
the clouds pass by, in which the weather was good and I enjoyed sunbathing. Without the
need to show anybody what I’m capable to do or not. Without need to produce.
Far from being self-sufficient and creative by my own, I did not feel any need or desire to do
any show, any concert or any final project, because my social reality did not stimulate me
to do so. There was no motivation at all.
As I did not feel that I had received stimuli from the master program, I did not feel the
impulse to work or create something new from what I learned or worked on. I felt the final
project as an obligation and a procedure, rather than as the result of a meaningful learning
process. So, the final project was something I didn’t feel as a need, and the dinosaur story
was a veiled response to a reality that was uncomfortable for me and that I did not like.
This led to the paradox that occurred in a Mentor session, in early February 2021:
When I was asked to explain what was the project about, my colleagues and teacher barely
understood which was my motivation for developing that story. That made me understand
that I never clearly shared these feelings regarding my environment before, because I didn’t
understand either at that point why that story was engaging for me. I just explained to them
all the ideas related to the fantasy, but not the ones related to my feelings about the master
program. Then, obviously, was impossible for them to understand why I was working into
that story. The dinosaur story was my fantasy and my reality at the same time. But without
understanding my personal point of view, it was impossible for others to understand the
general meaning of the entire project. The dinosaur project arose from a mix between my
political and ideological values, my dreams, and my very concrete reality.
9

That made me think and discover that the story, and those images I decided to use as the
center of development of the project, arose from that tension produced by avoiding a
confrontation with my reality, a lack of communication and its consequent frustration. It
leaded me to create these absurd scenarios and images as an escape route. That tension
was the engine that generates all the images, which only I found coherent because they
responded to a specific situation from my own experience, felted as absurd and meaningless
by others.
Paradoxically, on a self-reflection after that Mentor session, I discovered that if I decided to
be assertive from reality, and not to do a final project that I didn’t need at that point
(because what I need is to change my reality to another one) I lost all tension, which is the
stimulating source of images, and the project loses all the sense.
The project has been developed through the tension generated between an uncomfortable
reality and its secret expression through artistic languages. I was the dinosaur, who wanted
to become a sunflower, who wanted to change its reality, but that did not dare to do so, or
to manifest it except with fantasy.

Critical dialogue with my reality
After understanding all this, I suddenly realized that the vast majority of performances and
stage creations that I had developed up to that moment responded to this same stimulus: a
way of establishing a critical dialogue with my reality.
I made a list of performances and creations over the last two years, and I had the feeling
that some of them, for various reasons, could fit together and help to develop the little story
of the dinosaur. Among some of them were The Foam Rubber Cows, The silent clarinet, The
bucket clarinet, and The Pitch Farmer.

The foam rubber cows

In the Project Management class, during the first semester of 2019, they asked me, as a final
presentation of the subject, to present a small project with the calculations related to its
budget, management and organization. As at that time I did not have any defined project to
work on either, I was inspired by a small foam rubber cow that I have on my table and that
a friend gave me to imagine a delirious, absurd, and economically unfeasible project, which
consisted of imagining a performance in which a bunch of foam rubber cows were thrown
from a zeppelin over the city of Reykjavík.
In this case, it was the absence of a project that led me to invent one that, at least, I found
fun, allowing me to cover the file.
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Figure 5: Project presentation image

Figure 6: Cow-zeppelin prototype

The silent clarinet

During the Els Malnascuts creation workshop in Barcelona I developed together with my
colleagues a work of a performative nature entitled Ritual. In this show I appeared, for five
minutes, in front of the public, dressed in classical musician concert clothes, ready to play,
but at as the minutes go by, I never made any sound. It was a metaphor for a lack of voice,
a certain impotence, a certain lack of response.

The bucket clarinet

In the same work Ritual I appeared, a few scenes later, on a large bed with a dress, like a
great show Diva, and I began to play the clarinet in a bucket full of water. The same
metaphor continued, of a muffled, babbling voice.
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Figure 7: Image from the show “Ritual”, March 2019, Sala Beckett, Barcelona.

The Pitch Farmer: was a character that arose from a small text that I created in the Skerpla
class during a workshop with the artist Victoria Miguel in October 2020. With Victoria we
worked on a creative process of creating texts from a technique called Mesostics, that
establishes a system of rules and guidelines to generate a new text in a presumably random
way from a previous text. I decided to skip one of the rules, because it did not seem
interesting to me that the result presented to the audience was an absolutely incoherent
text. I also opposed that a certain arbitrary rule was above being able to our capacity of
deciding certain things. I did not agree on being dogmatic applying a methodology, that is
supposed to be a tool, and making that methodology by itself the final objective. Therefore,
I decided to give myself a small margin to choose among a small group of words, which word
to choose.
The result was an interesting mix between the random and the decided, which hid a criticism
and a parody of what I consider a dogmatic and closed look at art:

pitCh
fArmer
makingG
noisE
witH strawberries,
on A theatre drama,
representIng himself
looKing for some
mUsic,
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Coming
bAck for
chillinG,
suddEndly found
THE
REAL
PHILOSOPHY
BOOK
yoU needed.

It’s about disCipline
of A cow
sittinG on a
thrEe-legged table,

witH the
cAlm
contemplatIon,
sprinKled by
solitUde’s charm…

A month later, in a workshop with the theater director Bergur Ingólfsson, I suggested him
to perform a small performance based on some of the texts I had been written in the last
months. I showed him various texts, and he chose between all of them, the Pitch Farmer
one.
From then on, I developed that text from a scenic perspective, and the name of John
Strawberry came up. A mixture between the name of John Cage, and the instruments that
the Pitch Farmer uses in the text to find the sounds, some strawberries.
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The two concepts: Pitch + Farmer

The idea of a Pitch Farmer arose as a character that combined the concept of Pitch, “the
sound”, with the idea of a Farmer:
The “Pitch”, the sound, is one of the most important concepts with which the Experimental
Music artists after The Second World War worked. As soon as many of the modules during
my third semester were focused on that music field, it constituted an important part of my
studies.
During the third semester, the end of 2020, I read several articles about Experimental Music,
for the Skerpla, and Experimental Music classes. From these articles, I was always struck by
the approach they made about music, through the concepts they used to explain both the
practices of this experimental music, as well as their philosophical ideas about it.
This intimate link between sound and music, as well as many of the terms that were used,
particularly caught my attention. As some of those articles that I read pointed out, it seemed
to me that there could be a certain relationship and influences between some philosophical
theories on the art world, and the industrial and scientific world terminology.
On the one hand, by using terms from the scientific field, from Heisenberg's theory of
indeterminacy, such as “indeterminacy”, “non-subjectivity”, “investigation”, “sense of
experience”, “scientific perspective”.3
On the other hand, concepts such as "materials", "structure", "experimentation",
"research", "processes", "projects", more linked to the industrial world and mass
production.
A brief example of this connection between disciplines can be the Bauhaus School, which,
and especially once it was exported from 1937 to Chicago (The New Bauhaus, Chicago
Institute of Design at that time, and the current Illinois Institute of Technology) could have
an important influence on musicians such as John Cage, who taught at the school, and other
contemporary artists.

“The most important revolution is aesthetic education in the twentieth century was that
accomplished by the Bauhaus, that celebrated German school of the twenties. Under the
leadership of architect Walter Gropius, the Bauhaus collected some of the great painters and
architects of the time (Klee, Kandinsky, Moholy-Nagy, Mies van der Rohe), together with
craftsmen of distinction. […] The Bauhaus brought aesthetics to machinery and mass
production.4

3
4

Jennie Gottschalk, Experimental Music sin 1970 (USA: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016)
R. Murray Schafer, The soundscape, The tuning of the world (New York, Destiny Books, 1993), 4.
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Once it has been shown that there is a connection between these disciplines, the concept
of "Pitch" raised, in this case, critically, because I perceived a hermetic logic in these texts,
and, consequently, in the way of understanding art.
For example, when John Cage states: “Music is sounds, sounds around us whether we're in
or out of concert halls”,5 I consider that John Cage makes a biased claim, because, as the
anthropologist Alan P. Merriam affirms: “Music cannot be produced except by people for
other people, and although we can separate the two aspects conceptually, one is not really
complete without the other”.6
By leaving John Cage aside from people, within his particular music equation, music
becomes a self-referential art, a closed system and removed from society. A music that only
speaks of itself, of its sound.
It does not seem accidental to me that there is precisely that bias. I consider, precisely, that
it is a bias inherent to that logic of mass production, which, as in an assembly line, dissects
a more complex system into multiple small parts.
Making a parallel with queer theories, we can observe that the tendency to fragmentation,
to specialization, to the detriment of a more global and complex view, is also common in
other areas:
The heterosexual system is a social apparatus for the production of femininity and
masculinity that operates by division and fragmentation of the body: it cuts organs and
generates areas of high sensory and motor intensity, reducing the body to erogenous zones.7
Sound could be for the experimental composers, as a penis for the heteronormative society:
a sweet and obsessive fetish. As sweet as a strawberry. But is in fact the whole body a source
of sensory pleasure.
Regarding to the Farmer, the image was borrowed from the composer R. Murray Schafer as
a parody referring to the David New’s video Listen8 (2009), from a screening on one Skerpla
session. In this video, we find Murray Schafer in a rural setting, speaking to us from a country
house, and what looks like a barn, in what may be reminiscent of a farm in general terms.
From this rural environment he expresses his philosophical approaches to sound and music.
In line with the thinking of the “Experimental Music” field, R. Murray Schafer makes a
mystical apology of the sound, which is sustained and developed in his book The
Soundscape. Following the equivalence that John Cage gives to music as sound, M. Schafer
points out:
“Throughout this book I am going to treat the world as a macrocosmic musical
composition.”9
5

“ídem”
Alan P. Merriam, “The Anthropology of Music,” Current Anthropology vol 7, no. 2 (April 1966): 223.
7
Paul B. Preciado, Manifiesto contrasexual (Barcelona, Anagrama, 2011), 17.
8
David New, “Listen”, filmed 2009 at NFB, Canada, video, https://www.nfb.ca/film/listen/
9
ídem
6
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“The world is a huge composition. A huge musical composition going on all the time, without
a beginning and presumably without and ending. We're the composers of this huge
miraculous composition that is going on around us.”10

These approaches start from an essentialist conception of music, by stating that sound,
music, is an independent substance by itself, and that it can be and happen without the
need for human beings to create it. Doesn’t matter how much he uses the plural and include
everyone as composers. If the production of sounds is not a decidedly communicative act
with respect to others, rather than an act of reducing or increasing the amount of sounds,
it is still the sounds that continue in the center of the musical equation, when in fact it
doesn’t exists any center, because music is a holistic and complex reality. Again, music
cannot be produced except by people for other people.
This Pitch Farmer, then, was self-sufficient to fill a theater by himself looking for "the sound",
(that was the criticism of the disconnection with the audience and society) using
strawberries: an instrument as absurd as their proposals are. Strawberries defined the
context of humor and parody.

Figure 8: Pitch Farmer during Covid times, November 2020, Reykjavík.

10

David New, “Listen”, filmed 2009 at NFB, Canada, video, 2:25, https://www.nfb.ca/film/listen/
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INFLUENCES
“We went up to the main floor by a living stone staircase whose opera rugs had been
shredded by the hooves of the cows […] we saw a dining room eaten by cows, the music
room desecrated by damage of cows, the domino tables destroyed and the meadows of the
billiard tables depleted by cows.”
Gabriel García Márquez – El otoño del Patriarca

The influences that have helped and stimulated me to create the images that I later
developed on the stage are very diverse. It is also the case of the creation of the videos, and
of the musical composition of the entire show.
I was inspired by the dreamlike spirit contained in some images of the magical realism
movement in Latin America by Gabriel García Márquez and Juan Rulfo to develop some of
the absurd scenes of the show. On the other hand, the poetic way of the writer Alessandro
Baricco of composing small musical pieces from his stories inspires and influences me when
writing some texts, such as Clouds or Meditation (see texts 4 and 5 on annexes)

“Pekisch heard him leave, dodge the thousand sounds that fell from the sky, pierce the night,
brush against his mind and disappear into the distance.”
Alessandro Baricco – Castelli di Rabbia

Regarding audiovisual creation, I would highlight, for this specific project, the influence of
the film director Chantal Akerman, the choreographer and circus director Yoann Bourgeois,
the pianist, composer and theater director Carles Santos, the musician Igorrr and the
composer Johannes Brahms.

Figure 9: Fragment from the film “Toute une nuit” by Chantal Akerman, 1982.
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All these artists and creators develop their work, fundamentally, through the repetition and
transformation of some basic material.

Figure 10: Clair de Lune, choreographed by Yoann Bourgeois, 2018.

Figure 11: Carles Santos, “La, re, mi, la”, 1979.

The insistent repetition of an element and its progressive enlargement and development is
a characteristic that influences my creative decisions regarding The Sunflower Man show.
Thus, for example, the materials I work with are the same, and they appear over and over
again. throughout the show, in different forms, under different formats and meanings. I
mean:

-

Cows and milk: as foam rubber cows on stage, as photographs of cows, as part of
the texts, as part of the video game.
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Figure 12: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 1

Figure 13: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 2

Figure 14: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 3
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Figure 15: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 4

Figure 16: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man”- Scene 6

Figure 17: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 7
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-

The sunflowers: on the videos and the texts

-

The strawberries: within the video game and the interviews.

Figure 18: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 4

Figure 19: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 4

Figure 20: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 6
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-

The dinosaur: on stage, the video game, the interview and the miniature theater.

Figure 21: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 3

Figure 22: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 4

Figure 23: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 6
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-

-

Mendelssohn's Music: The Title No. 6 of Op. 62, Lieder ohne Worte, by Felix
Mendelssohn appears in different ways throughout the show, accompanying both
scenes and videos, listened to in a conventional and varied way and distorted in
various ways by means of a DAW.
The bubbling sounds of the clarinet sounding inside the bucket full of milk: They
accompany the whole piece and establish a small counterpoint, a constant and
distant memory, which becomes visible and present in the improvisation together
with the percussionist.

Figure 24: Mixing bubble sounds and Mendelssohn's Music – Screenshot by the author

-

The structure of the show, understood as an introduction, a scenic section A, a
development B, of audiovisual content, a small transition bridge, which is
improvisation, and a section A ', which is a variation of A.
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THE SUNFLOWER MAN

Presentation

What is about?
The sunflower man is a scenic show that combines theatrical and musical performative
elements with audiovisual content. In this show we immerse ourselves into the life of John
Strawberry, a singular Pitch Farmer. Entering into a journey between his reality and his
fantasies, macerated by the anxiety of the contemporary world, an extravagant and absurd
world is being cooked. Some dialogues between imagination and reality, which leave, as a
dessert, a corpse of silence and beauty.

Who is John Strawberry?

John Strawberry is a fictional character who defines himself as Pitch Farmer. “I’m a Pitch
Farmer. Pitch, but Farmer too. It's my thing. Talk to the cows and the sunflowers. Lead from
A to B. Bring you the raw materials: milk, meat, sound… Guide you from your deafness to
listening […] My job is to cultivate and offer cosmic sounds to the world.”
Having achieved a certain fame after his last musical performance, cows4love, John
Strawberry explains to us, throughout an interview to himself, his motivations, desires and
concerns. An interview that articulates other scenes in which he also shows us his day-today life, and the subconscious world of his dreams.
John Strawberry is a parody of the Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer (1933) John
Strawberry is that incarnation from parody, which serves to put on the table these
philosophical approaches applied to music, which are, in general lines, common to the
spectrum of what is called experimental music and avant-garde music. The show dialogues
and elaborates trough him, a refutation of some of these concepts, from different
philosophical currents.
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Transformations
The sunflower man shows, following the spirit of the dinosaur text and some oriental
philosophies above mentioned, a multitude of transformations. These transformations are
embodied by John Strawberry, the main character of the show. They happen for various
reasons, and can be classified into two types: apparent transformations, and a transversal
transformation.

The apparent transformations are those that arise from a psychological approach, and that
can be perceived visually and repeatedly throughout the show. They are visible
transformations. These transformations modify the physical appearance of John Strawberry
at different times during the show. Changing costumes, John Strawberry alternates between
dressing up as a flamboyant farmer, to becoming a dinosaur, or a musician. These apparent
transformations have their reason for being in John Strawberry's unconscious, moving away
from a reality that is uncomfortable for him and on which he does not want to identify with.
Fiction is the resource that is used as an escape route from that uncomfortable reality. There
is a fictitious transformation of reality, an apparent transformation. The change of the
appearance is the reflection of an unsatisfied reality. These transformations are the silent
expression of a personal tension, projected and manifested through different fictions,
materialized in different costumes. Fiction is, in this case, a silent truth, which arises from a
tension, taking on an absurd dimension, due to the implicit component of criticism and
parody of that unwanted reality.

Transversal transformation is a transformation that arises from an ideological approach. It
is a transformation that takes place throughout the entire show. It is an invisible
transformation, which takes place in this case narratively through the texts that articulate
and give a global meaning to the work. They show, ultimately, a change in John Strawberry's
perspective, a change in discourse, moving from the philosophical approaches on the
Experimental Music field, to those contrasting ideas framed by Byung-Chul Han and the
queer theories. This self-awareness materializes in a metaphor: being a sunflower. The
sunflower, as a conscious symbol of reality and simplicity, freed from the productivity
demands of the contemporary world. The world of the addition, of calculations, of the
technology.
This transformations shows that dialogue that is constantly produced between reality and
fiction. It shows the capacity of transformation that they have one on the other. It also
manifests a paradox: the most visible transformations are those that are sometimes the
furthest from a real change.
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The worlds and its elements
These transformations are the axis of the show. Transformations that arise from different
motivations, which affect reality in different ways. On this skeleton of transformations
different scenic, narrative, discursive, musical elements are articulated that help to shape
the coherence of the show itself. They are elements whose function is to expand and provide
depth, meanings and nonsenses, the world of John Strawberry.
The elements define the different levels of John Strawberry's world, made up by:

His tangible reality
The reality of John Strawberry is shown in a scenic way. Regarding its tangible reality, we
can differentiate between three components. John Strawberry's physical appearance, the
space he inhabits, and his actions in space.
Regarding physical appearance, John Strawberry appears on the scene dressed as Pitch
Farmer, a specific variant of a farmer who claims to dedicate himself to searching and
cultivating sounds, from a mystical and scientific perspective. To show that identity, this
farmer wears characteristic clothes (straw hat, shirt, boots ...) to which he adds a series of
accessories that give him that special personality:

A small bucket full of strawberries, which he uses as instruments to search for unique
sounds.
Glasses with a spiral shape, referring to his status as a wacky scientist.
Lettuce leaves that come out of the belt of his pants.
A bandolier with a small carton of milk.

This particular extravagant physical appearance of John Strawberry arises as a criticism and
parody of the magniloquent words and conceptions that R. Murray Schafer has about music:
The world is a huge musical composition.
Regarding the stage space, there is a small bed, a table and a bucket full of milk. There are
foam cows. What we can see in the scene is actually a room, a modern theater room, which
is far from being anything like a farm. It flashes some details that can make us imagine that
it is a space related to a farm, but it is not a farm. It is an austere space, more like a room.
With this austere space I want to point that, behind those magniloquent words, probably
there’s nothing else. As well, behind my effort of being a great and successful artist, maybe
there’s no need, or at least, is a wrong point of view.
As for the actions, John Strawberry decadently inhabits this space, shooting some of the
cows with his slingshot for playful entertainment, compulsively eating bean sprouts and
grotesquely drinking milk from a ceramic cow. In this modern room, John Strawberry
26

entertains himself somewhat wearily and decadently. It is the reflection of a reality that he
does not like to inhabit, that he dwells badly, with a vague consciousness.
As a summary, therefore, the reality of John Strawberry, his scenic materialization, shows a
complex relationship between imaginative elements that populate a space in a poor way,
with decadent actions. It is a reality masked with imagination.

The subconscious fantasies

The bulk of this fantasy is manifested through audiovisual media. It supposes a space for
dialogue between John Strawberry and himself, through which he will begin to recognize
and contact some of the elements that will allow him to modify his awareness of reality.
This dialogue is made up of the following elements:
The videogame. It is a purely dreamlike space that we access once John Strawberry figures
falling asleep in the scene. The action takes place on a screen projected offstage, and shows
us John Strawberry visiting his farm during his dream. During this visit, we can see how this
unique farm, loaded with surreal and symbolic elements: cows that walk on the walls, huge
clarinets in the middle of a stable, dinosaurs that stalk the farm, etc... For the viewer it is a
meeting point of different elements that will appear throughout the show. Some elements
related to his life, his reality, his fantasies, his fears, and his subconscious.

The bridges between reality and fantasy

These bridges are elements that appear in the show in a scenic way and also through
audiovisual media. These elements symbolically constitute the expression of the
unconscious desire to change reality that John Strawberry longs for.
The clarinet. It appears at first in the hands of a musician, and is never played. Later,
between banks of fog, submerged in a bucket of milk, it sounds emitting small bubbles. It is
the sound understood as voice and as transformation. It is, firstly, it is a voice muffled
between liters and liters of milk. Then, the transformation of the beauty of the clouds and
the silence. Finally, a scream, which happens in a dramatic and strident improvisation
together with a drummer.
The dinosaur. It emerges from reality, like a simple pajama that gives a new skin to John
Strawberry. It is the entrance channel to the subconscious world, appearing in the video
game that symbolizes a farmer's dream. Later he plays the journalist who interviews John
Strawberry, showing that it is an interview with himself. Finally, he is in charge of combining
the scenic and audiovisual space at the same time, being the protagonist of a small finger
puppet theater that takes place at the end of the play.
The sunflowers. They are the symbolic element that, at first, represent the longing in the life
of John Strawberry. They are the bean sprouts that he eagerly devours in the room. They
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appear during their dreams in different ways and are transforming their meaning, through
the texts, until they become simple sunflowers that are not eaten, but simply are, and
become the mantle that covers the dinosaur fossils at the last moment, removing all
transcendence to that dramatic moment, joining both worlds.

Dramaturgy
In various formats, presented as a voice-over, and later as an interview with himself, they
reveal John Strawberry's feelings about the world and himself, and are a fundamental part
of understanding everything related to his transversal transformation.
As a dialogue between fiction and reality, from the texts we can see a linear transformation
in the thoughts of John Strawberry emerges. John Strawberry speaks in the first texts of the
different fictions of him (Annexed texts 1, 2 and 3). Later he talks about those things that
fascinate him and that he cannot understand, that come out of his logic as Pitch Farmer,
that are real elements (Annexed texts 4, 5 and 6). Finally, in the last text (Text 7) he lands in
reality that dialogue between fictions and different realities, how they affect him, and what
they suppose.

Philosophical-Ideological analysis of the texts

In the annexes section, the texts that I analyze below are included:

Text 1 – It establishes an absurd and hilarious framework, giving a code to the show.
Presentation of the cows as one of the fundamental elements of the show. These cows are
at the mercy of a great project, but finally, and after the explosive apotheosis, they introduce
us their little leit-motif, which will also appear later and as the final conclusion of the project:
love me, don't eat me.
Text 2 – Explained in the section – Criticism.
Text 3 - Presentation of the music philosophy of the Experimental Music field through the
Pitch Farmer: Scientism and Essentialism.
Text 4 - Against information for data that does not leave any space for dialogue with reality.
Data cannot be understood if it is not interpreted. The text arises from the criticism of the
excessive use of technological, scientific and quantitative language in contemporary art and
in other areas of society, as well as some Taoist thought to express that existence,
fundamentally, is not a demand, an insistence, a dwelling, but an absence:
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“A Zen monk must have no fixed abode, like clouds, and no firm support, like water.”11
Text 5 – It is a small meditation and exercise in listening to the environment, the soundscape.
From this listening, sounds that emerge from reality appear as well as own thoughts, voices,
dialogues, even songs. It reflects that transfer between reality and thought and shows the
paradox in which we can sometimes find ourselves when we immerse ourselves in a silent
environment: the sounds of our mind appear. At the same time, constitutes a personal
choice between silence and sound
Text 6 – It is a game of logic that shows the permeability of concepts and identities. Here
goes on to expound on some lines of Eastern thought presented in Byung-Chul Han's book
Abwesen: Sunflower with sun, sunflower without end. Everything is the same, in an infinite
loop.
Text 7 – It is a text of a personal nature in which the causes and effects of my current
situation, my look at my environment and my wishes are explained. The definitive
transformation of the Pitch Farmer character into a sunflower. The transformation of the
concepts of essence in absences.

11

Byung-Chul Han, Tod un alterität (Munich, Wilhem Fink, 2002), 23.
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CONCLUSIONS

About the show and its areas of improvement

During and after finishing the performance of The Sunflower Man, various problems arose.
Some of them could be solved during the creation process, prior to the premiere of the
show, while others, due to lack of time, resources and specific technical knowledge, were
not.
I believe that the acting, and in general, the live scenes, did not work properly on the day of
the premiere. The main cause was the lack of time and preparation to rehearse these
scenes, combined with my lack of experience, also related to my limited training and
practice in the field of theatrical performance.
Specifically, scene A was, on the one hand, unrelated to music. The linear tension that
Mendelssohn's inverted piece was accumulating (along with some babbling of the clarinet
and small fragments of Ravel's La Valse, which helped accelerate the harmonic rhythm, as
both pieces were in the same tonality during some sections) did not correspond with stage
action. In addition, the stage action was not very precise and was a bit hasty, both in actions
and in rhythm, in body movements. John Strawberry did not dance to the music that was
playing, nor did he score his cows a tempo.
Regarding the video game, I would have liked to explore a technical issue in reference to the
recording of it. I would have liked to include a very slight movement of the camera in the
shots, as the film director Andrei Tarkovsky did in his film Stalker, in this case to give a very
slight sensation of dizziness, cyclical, like the glasses John Strawberry was wearing.

Figure 25: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” – Scene 4
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In relation to the interview, there were also many problems, the result of a lack of
preparation, resources and knowledge. Ideally, the interview should be recorded from a
conventional shot, which included the interviewing dinosaur and John Strawberry, and,
when the text lengthened, the camera slowly descended, blurring John Strawberry's face,
to end up focusing on the landscape. Due to lack of means and technique to do it, I had to
cut a lot and use other takes, which made, in my opinion, lose some of the sense of fluidity
and interest in general.
The improvisation with Magnús Skúlasson on the day of the premiere did not go as well as
it could. We rushed in, and built the tension too fast, so we had to slow down, trying to not
arriving the climax too soon. As a consequence, the energy and character get a bit blurred,
being some confusing moments.

Figure 26: Fragment from “The Sunflower Man” - Scene 7

Finally, the miniature theater included a voiceover with the latest texts, Absent Sunflowers
and Skin. Due to lack of means (I would have needed two projectors) I could not project
subtitles during this scene. The result was that the scenic and visual action completely
masked the text, which went practically unnoticed by the audience, as I found out from the
feedbacks. It was a serious mistake, since these texts were important to understand the
transition and the philosophical transformation that John Strawberry embodied, and to
produce a clearer sense of the end. Without that counterweight, I have the feeling that the
work lost some of the depth that it had to have, so the final sense of absurdity and madness
prevailed in excess.
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Next steps?

I consider that the work is inscribed in a very specific philosophical and personal context,
which makes it difficult, in some way, to continue it, despite the possibilities for
improvement that I believe it has and that can be developed and expanded.
I believe that, despite the variety of elements, philosophies and artistic disciplines, the work
is framed in a very specific context that, although it does not impede, does somehow hinder
the accessibility of a wide audience, outside the artistic field. A better contextualizing frame
would be necessary.
Paradoxically, at the end it has revealed somewhat hermetic. For all those people in the
audience who did not know who John Cage was, the mentions of him were
decontextualized, since they lacked important prior information to understand the general
context of the show. A few notes in a booklet could help introduce John Cage and some of
these ideas in advance, for a better understanding of it.
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ANNEXES
Annex 1: Script
The ordered scenes of the show, as it was presented in the performance in Mengi the 4th of
May 2021:

Scene 1. Introduction
A short video is shown. It is a video of a real project about musicians playing for cows on a
farm, in order to increase milk production. The video serves to introduce, on the one hand,
the absurd code that will prevail throughout the show. On the other hand, it presents some
of the elements that will appear throughout the entire work: musicians, cows, milk, farm.
Items listed what John Strawberry represents in the entirety of it.
After this video, a spotlight is turned on into the stage and a musician appears, wearing
elegant concert clothes and his clarinet. He's apparently going to give a recital. He puts the
clarinet in his mouth, but he never blows into it, he never gets to produce any music. There
is a little sway, a slight tension between playing, deciding to play, and finally not doing it.
After a few minutes on the scene, he leaves, and the spotlight goes out.

Scene 2. 26 Cows (Fictional space) + TEXT 1
With the stage practically dark, a voice-over begins to narrate an anecdote in the first
person, which leads him to explain an absurd artistic project. It is the voice of John
Strawberry, still unknown to the public, because he has not made an appearance on stage.
At the same time, a video is projected, while the anecdote is narrated, which includes
various elements that will also appear later in the work, relating them to each other: cows,
sunflowers, barbecues and dinosaurs.

Scene 3. Room (Real space)
Once the video and the narration of 26 cows are finished, the stage space is illuminated
again, and John Strawberry appears on stage. The absurd is shown as comedy. He leaves
some of his outfit scattered around the room after a long day at work and sets out to
entertain himself by playing with his (foam) cows, shooting them with a slingshot into a
bucket full of milk. After several attempts, he gives up. He eats and drinks. He walks over to
his bed, puts on his dinosaur pajamas, and goes to sleep. The stage gets dimly lit.
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Scene 4. Videogame (Fictional space)
Once John Strawberry is sleeping, a new video is shown again. Figure be one of his dreams.
We see him, on a farm, disguised as a dinosaur, walking through the different spaces. In this
unique farm we can find strange objects, typical of a dreamlike and surreal world, almost
like a fantasy.

Scene 5. Videoclip (Very fictional space) + TEXT 2
In a corner of his farm, there is a television. John Strawberry walks up to him, and he
suddenly turns on. We see a small video clip that refers to him, in what appears to be the
head of a television talk show. After this header, the interviewer dressed as a dinosaur
appears, explaining that he has interviewed John Strawberry, and gives way to the interview.

Scene 6. Interview (Realistic fictional space) + TEXT 3 and 4
The interview between the dinosaur-interviewer and John Strawberry. It is the first time
that we can relate the presence of John Strawberry with his voice. He is asked about his
work, his artistic interests, and other artists. Finally, he comes out of his own speech and
does a little monologue about the clouds: something that really fascinates him.

Scene 7. Clarinet in the mist (Fiction lands on reality) + TEXT 5
Clouds flood the stage. The clarinetist appears from the fog, playing the clarinet in a bucket
full of milk. The clouds, the silence, the mystery, are transformed into a scream with an
improvisation with drums.

Scene 8. Room 2 (Real space)
It is a variation of the first ROOM scene. The stage space is illuminated again, and John
Strawberry appears on the scene. The absurd is shown as tragedy. Things happen slower,
and with greater pathos, and they develop. Same actions: he leaves some of his outfit
scattered around the room, after a long day at work, and is about to entertain himself by
playing with his (foam) cows, shooting them with a slingshot into a bucket full of milk. After
several attempts, he gives up. He eats and drinks. He walks over to his table, where more
cows are resting. He puts on a finger puppet shaped like a dinosaur.

Scene 9. Dinosaur (Reality and fiction at the same time) + TEXT 6 and 7
All the action happens around the table. A camera captures it and projects it on the screen.
On stage, the viewer can see John Strawberry sitting at the table with his finger puppet and
the cows. He also sees on the screen, as if it were a miniature theater, the dinosaur-finger
puppet and only the cows. Similar but different things. The dinosaur attacks and eats the
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cows, while the interview continues with a voiceover. There is a final monologue, while the
dinosaur digs up some dinosaur fossils on the table, while John Strawberry manipulates it
and eagerly eats sunflowers at the same time, which come off his mouth and gradually cover
the fossils, the dinosaur's corpse. That final image is projected on the screen.

Annex 2: TEXTS
1. 26 Cows
Well, a good friend gave me twenty-six cows for my twenty-sixth birthday. And having
twenty-six (more) cows overnight was a good cause for a celebration. Because it meant, for
example, having fresh milk in the mornings. And how good is a glass of fresh milk in the
morning! How nice! A healthy prevention against ulcers that one gets from all the
disagreements in life... And also, because it brought me a little closer to the twenty-six
thousand six hundred thirty-two cows that I needed for my project against the meat
industry. The true project of my life; the one that would finally make me rich and famous.
Cows4love.
So, cows4love was a performance for a musician, a pyrotechnic, an aeronautical engineer
and the meat industry lobby. Twenty-six thousand six hundred and thirty-two foam rubber
cows were put inside a big cow shaped zeppelin. Then, the zeppelin flew over the city and
threw the cows on the streets of rvk.
Imagine waking up one morning and you walk to work... what am I saying? Walk to work!
everybody here goes in their super 4x4 everywhere! Anyway! you’re walking, because
you’ve figured out that you have legs and they actually want to walk and... uh! you decide
to try it for once, cause… why not!? And you like it! damn! how good it feels to walk! Why
did I not try it before? (Even my doctor told me!) It's so refreshing!... like a fresh cup of milk
in the morning. YUM.
So, you walked, and walked, and while you walked, a giant zeppelin-cow, appears on the
skyline and you get shock! You begin to think that walking has made you lose your mind!
You have decided to use your legs for the first time in your live, and then... the apocalypse
happens, a zeppelin appears, and explodes like heart-shaped fireworks! A great explosion,
a momentary sound photography, fading after a few seconds, leaving a shower of cows,
ready to take over the city with their slogan: love me, don't eat me.
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2. Pitch Farmer
pitCh
fArmer
makingG
noisE
witH strawberries,
on A theatre drama,
representIng himself
looKing for some
mUsic,

Coming
bAck for
chillinG,
suddEndly found
THE
REAL
PHILOSOPHY
BOOK
yoU needed.

It’s about disCipline
of A cow
sittinG on a
thrEe-legged table,

witH their
cAlm
contemplatIon,
sprinKled by
solitUde’s charm…
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3. Interview between Dinosaur and John Strawberry – Video
- Hello? Hello? ... John Strawberry?
John Strawberry is in the garden. He sucks on a strawberry and lifts it to check the direction
of sounds, like someone lifting a finger to check the direction of the wind. He directs his
strawberry tenuously towards the camera and leans closer, with a certain scientific severity.
He brings the strawberry closer to the lens and looks at the camera with his bulging eyes,
short close-up. He licks the strawberry again and rubs it across the lens. Has an orgasm.
- Oh, oh! What sweet and delicious sounds emerge from such a pot!
He continues scanning the surroundings with the strawberry, walks over to the interviewer
and rubs the strawberry across her forehead. She tries to get away from him.
- Eh, what are you doing, man?
- Excuse me little boy, I'm looking for... THE SOUND. He looks distracted, as if that sound
orbits around him.
- Hello. John Strawberry, the universally famous local Pitch Farmer. Our audience is
interested in learning more about your projects. I'd like to ask you a few questions.
- Oh, that's sweet… Paying a little attention to the interviewer.
- Mr. Strawberry, after becoming famous for your cows4love project, what are you working
on now?
- Ha? Distracted
- What have you been working on lately? The interviewer shows some tiredness...
- On the strawberries! Between hopeful and worried. I try to improve my strawberries. I try
to grow more thoughtful strawberries! It is essential that strawberries can listen carefully,
without being distracted. Only then can they be useful. Imagine it they fail! What to do then?
- What are your strawberries supposed to help you with?
- To get from A to B ... You know?
- I don’t
- I see… That's because you can't listen! Because we live stuffed with worldly sounds, which
distract us from being able to hear the purest, most natural, essential sounds. The world is
a huge composition. A huge musical composition going on all the time, without a beginning
and presumably without and ending. We're the composers of this huge miraculous
composition that is going on around us. I’m a Pitch Farmer. Thinking gesture with your
finger. My job is to cultivate and offer those cosmic sounds to the world. In my very serious
scientific research, try to understand how it works… ah! wait, listen! ... Can you hear it? ...
It's the silence...
- Now that you mention silence, I would like to ask you about the influence that other
scientists, such as John Cage, have had on you.
- What? I'm John Cage...
- No. You are John Strawberry.
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- I don't know any John Strawberry... Comes back to his strawberries ... Hey, shh, will you
please be quieter?
- How is life here, in this rural environment on your farm, close to nature? Does it serve as
inspiration for your experiments for your creativity?
- Ah! Hahahaha… let's ask them. He approaches the cows. Cows, cows! What is rural life
like? Hmuu… They say they are hungry. If I don't deliver them to the meat industry soon,
they will devour themselves with anxiety and boredom ... They are mad cows, hahaha. We
are all hungry! Well, I'm going for the sunflowers, huh? What else, what else do you say?
Mmu ... They are eager for strong emotions and get launched from a zeppelin! Fine, fine…
We will soon make an enrollment list to visit the slaughterhouse, my pretty girls… He's going
to get some sunflowers.
- Do you talk to cows often? Follow J.S. while he picks up the sunflowers.
- Yes man! I was a cow too, who wasn't? And it's my thing. I’m a Pitch Farmer. Pitch, but
Farmer too. It's my thing. Talk to the cows and the sunflowers. Lead from A to B. Bring you
the raw materials. Milk, meat, sound... Guide you from your deafness to listening.
- Are you suggesting I'm deaf?
- Oh, of course you are! Look, listen through the strawberry… You will see what a difference
it makes. SCIENCE AND ESSENCE, IN THIS STRAWBERRY ARE CONDENSED. Strawberry scene.
Uh, look what clouds ... farm picture, him eating the sunflowers.

4. Clouds
The clouds were incredible last night, like a great castle blurred by a quiet moon. Some
clouds radiate a small aura of colors around the star, when they pass in front of it. And others
don't. And I thought it must be because some are loaded with water, and others are not.
But they are all loaded with water, right? I don't know… there are people who understand
them, who know what they are, how they are made, what type of cotton, how much sugar,
the recipe, (that kind of thing) ... but it seems impossible to me to understand them, and I
think that sometimes I am happier without understanding them. Ignorant. … It must be
super exciting to understand them, though! And actually, I think I know something about
condensation. If I rummage through my memories there is a small drawer with a label that
says: what are clouds made of. But knowing seems to mean nothing. Even if I know, I am
still ignorant of clouds, because when I look at them, I feel as if I don't know anything about
them, as if they were only a blurred castle of quiet light in the water.
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5. Meditation
Between the sound of this silence my thoughts sound, spreading out like the fog of this
night.
I’ve brought you silence because I couldn’t bring you the sound of the fog of this night.
I’ve brought you silence because you cannot hear my thoughts, unnoticed sounds because
of the fog.
Meanwhile, a song has begun to sound, that you cannot hear in the midst of all this silence.
For you the silence, for me the song.

6. Absent sunflowers
- Listen, can I try your sunflower?
- Sure! I have more sunflowers around here… Both of THEM eating sunflowers. Look! They
are extroverted again. Outside their little container, under the shade of palm trees, basking
in the midnight sun.
- Extroverts?
- They have spilled out. Outside the container. The container would be the pool, and they
are sunbathing, carefree. If they have come out of it, it means they were (also) water. To be
water and to be, the same thing is. Buddha said.
- 😂 Iis the sunflower also the shade? Or only the water that is poured into or out of the
pool?
- Just water. Shadow and sun are the same. Sun and water, opposites.
- So, the midday moon is a sunflower, being water too?
- Yes, that's why you can't see it. It is a shadow.
- There is no end, then.
- Nope. Just pleasure. Sun loungers.
- Do they have become introverted sunflowers, when they come back to their containers,
and return to being extroverted when they leave?- That seems the most logical, yes.
- are they happy? … the sunflowers of nihilism. Or do they just wait for the end from their
absence?
- They have no end. Girasol con sol, girasol sin fin. Like a tongue twister. I imagine them
happy.
- They have more than one possible purpose, right? Well, they have an expiring date, like
the person who is made of water.
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- If they are not going to be eaten, they cannot be indigestible. The water does not expire,
only the words.
- What put the sunflowers in that eternal pool, in the midnight loop?
- There was no creator of that island in the middle of the ocean. Sunflowers are the last
straw.
- Well then, there’s no other purpose than to hold each endless sunflower.
- That's it. A small introverted world, closed in on itself.
- So, there is no water in the pool, is it just empty
- I do not know. I am not able to understand
- And tell me, are sunflowers capable of not feeling? Capable of staying an eternity without
moving, waiting for nothing, resting in everything?
- They neither wait nor rest. They have no special abilities. There is no failure, no concern.
We only know that they have a touch of sweetness.

7. Skin
Would you like to be one of those sunflowers? What would you like to change?
I would like to get from A to B without going through A, without being in A ... and it turned
out that I was always in B, always in B, and I never really moved from A, running away from
A, imagining B. B is a fantasy, and an intuition, an aroma ... The aroma of the barbecue. I
travel to B in my spiral A, and sometimes little splinters of B impact my skinny arms, from so
much fantasizing. And meanwhile I'm starving a bit... And every corner of this farm is
impregnated with a sticky tension that pushes me into an argument with myself and
repetitive actions. But if I allowed myself to be in A for a little while, I would realize that A
and B are actually the same, and then A would go boom! and it would in fact become B, and
I wouldn't need to go anywhere (other than where I am.)
If I allowed the strawberries to rot, you would discover how absurd my outfit is, my disguise
would fall off, and my last name, and my identity would fail to mask my anxiety, and then a
simple farmer would emerge. Something basic, made up for a great marketing plan.
Marketing is the disguise that sells, buys, and consumes us. It's a pretentious appearance.
One direction. A hunger that is not ours, and devours everything, even ourselves, until we
are extinguished. An excess; because we always heard that we had to reach the top. But I
would like to fall for once, to exceed the excess: Ex: Out. Cedere: Walk. Walking out,
spreading, spilling, being more space than time, listening trough touch, make the skin the
one that speaks, the one that guides and the one that loves: the reality of getting or being
in touch. Because when the craving devours me, I can't cry. I just want to lie down in this
field and BE A SUNFLOWER in the midnight sun. From here it is easier to love (each other).
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